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Abstract

With the increasing number of data routinely acquired in clinical practice, a great variety

of  predictive  models  for  automated  medical  diagnosis  based  on  quantitative  feature

extraction are being implemented. 

Domain analysts should be able to interact and explore through different views to make

further discovery of,  and insights into,  the quantitative data.  They can obtain a better

understanding of the data and their structures and contribute their domain expertise to the

knowledge discovery process. 

For this research, we will take advantage of the use of  radiomics for the acquisition of

large amounts of relevant data from cardiac images that typically fail to be appreciated by

the naked eye. The combination with Disease State Index, a predictive model that involves

not only a diagnosis but a sense of progression in the disease, leads to a 3D space where

the patients are explored and compared, as well as their individual features.

This  configuration  will  result  in  a  clinical  tool  that  allows  the  user  to  explore

radiomics features in a serie of interactive panels and take supervised decisions, but also is

useful  for   automatic  diagnosis  and patient  stratification.  Last  but  not  least,  it  draws

conclusions about the relevance of different radiomics classes, segmentations, and cardiac

phases for automatic heart disease classification. 



1 Introduction

With the continuous increase in the volume of image data routinely acquired in clinical

practice,  predictive  models  for  cardiovascular  magnetic  resonance  (CMR)  images  are

expected to enhance the clinical diagnosis of cardiovascular diseases (CVDs). 

Due to  the  limited amount  of  image data,  in  practice  this  decisions  are  verified  by a

cardiologist  in  order  to  ensure  it’s  validity.  This  scenario  is  arose  by  an  insufficient

representation of patient heterogeneity,  generally centralized by demographic strata that

a rigid disease classificator can’t represent.

This thesis presents a new visualization software that helps the specialist to cluster  similar

physiological  subjects  in  search  of  similarities,  and  assists  the  final  diagnosis  and

treatment  by  comparison  of  similar  subjects.  All  this  is  done  in  an  analytical  web

application capable of running in a server environment an can be extensively used  from

anywhere.

As a rule,  the knowledge discovery process  involves the dialog between experts  from

different  domains,  including  laboratory  scientists,  biostatisticians,  computational

biologists, and clinicians. In reality, most techniques were developed based on statistical

analysis  with  simple  visualization  in  an  attempt  to  create  techniques  that  would  be

applicable  in  several  domains.  Basic  statistics  and  visualizations  without  effective

interaction and capabilities to control the visual data mining process are often insufficient

for the analysis and exploration processes [1].

Intelligent  visualization  of  complex  radiomics data  will  therefore  bring  the  insight  of

information  as  well  as  the  discovery  of  relationships,  non-trivial  structures,  and

irregularities that may pertain to the disease course of the patient.
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1.1 Clinical context

Despite  continuous  advances  in  clinical  research  and  medical  practice,  cardiovascular

diseases  (CVDs)  remain the first  cause of  mortality  in  the world.  In Europe alone,  40

percent of total deaths are caused by CVDs, which all too often go undetected until they

developed to severe forms or lead to life-threatening events such as heart attacks or stroke

[2].  With the current  data  explosion,  it  is  of  paramount importance that clinicians are

provided with tools to facilitate the assessment of the wide range of CVDs that can affect

individuals throughout their  lives.  In this  context,  this  thesis emerges with the aim to

develop a new technique for a visual analysis approach and the developed supporting

technology provide a comprehensive solution for analyzing large and complex integrated

radiomics and clinical data. This thesis presents a methodology that is implemented as an

interactive visual analysis technology for extracting knowledge from complex biomedical

data and then visualizing it in a meaningful and interpretable way.

1.2 Radiomics

Radiomics consists of the process of conversion of digital medical images into large pools

of mineable high-dimensional features that describe a wide range of characteristics of the

tissue's morphology and appearance . As such, they are suitable to encode structural and

tissue dierences between different  subgroups and disease classes.  They include shape,

size, boundary, intensity and texture related features that can be calculated over multiple

scales and frequencies, with the goal to quantify both subtle and complex changes due to

abnormality[3].  As  such,  they  have  been  used  extensively  in  the  emerging  fields  of

personalised and precision medicine, in particular in oncology, to predict patient-specic

disease  state  and  treatment  response.  Radiomics  analysis  workflows  typically  involve

several steps, as shown in Figure 1, i.e.  the acquisition of high quality and standardised

images  (computed  tomography  [CT],  magnetic  resonance  [MR]  or  positro  emission

topography [PET], segmentation of the regions of interest, calculation of a set of radiomics
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features,and finally application of machine learning methods to select and exploit the most

relevant radiomic features for the clinical application in question. The main hypothesis

behind the radiomics approach is that by analysing a very large pool of advanced imaging

features, discriminative and predictive imaging information can be identied and employed

to improve image quantication and disease quantication.

Radiomics  emerged  recently  from  the  medical  field  of  oncology,  to  quantify  tumour

severity  and  treatment  response.  As  of  June  2018,  more  than  95  percent  of  existing

radiomics related papers indexed by PubMed have been dedicated to the field of cancer

imaging.  As  an  illustration,  Huang  et  al  identied  a  set  of  radiomics  for  preoperative

prediction of lymph node metastasis in colorectal cancer. Parman et al evaluated a range

of  radiomics  features  and machine-learning methods for  predicting overall  survival  in

head and neck cancer patients. Beyond oncology, recent studies have begun to investigate

the  value  of  radiomics  in  other  clinical  domains.  Oakden-Rayner  et  al.,  for  example,

proposed a method to predict longevity using radiomics estimated from chest CT images. 
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1.3 Disease State Index

The DSI is a supervised learning method that processes heterogeneous patient data to

derive numeric index values denoting the disease state of a patient. Disease state can be

considered a condition related to the progression of a disease based on data measured

from a patient. DSI is the numeric quantification of disease state, obtaining values between

[0,  1].  In  practice,  the DSI  is  computed by comparing a  patient’s  measurement  values

comprehensively  with  previously  diagnosed  subjects  with  and  without  a  disease.

Previously diagnosed patients are provided as training data for the method, containing

examples  of  control  (healthy)  cases  and  positive  (disease)  cases.  The  numeric  values

resulting from evaluating DSI, i.e. disease indices or DSI values, are defined as the location

or rank of the patient between the control and positive cases. They denote the similarity of

patient data to the positive cases in the training data. Thus, increasing DSI values indicate

greater  similarity  to  patients  having  the  disease,  based  on  the  comparison  with  the

training data [4][5].

1.3.1 Fitness

The first  step in calculating the DSI is  to  derive a fitness function for each individual

feature included in the model.  Given patient values  x1 , x2 , ... , xn ,  the fitness function

provides a non-linear transformation of the value x i  into the fitness space with range [0,

1],  based  on  the  differences  between  the  control  and  positive  distributions.  For  any

features that can be represented on a numeric scale, the fitness function Fit(xi) is defined

as: 

(1)

where  Lp(xi)  is the left integral of the probability density function (PDF) for positive

class values Pi  , and Rc(xi)  is the right integral of PDF for control class values Ci  ,
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as  shown in  Figure  4.  The  derivation  of  the  fitness  function  can  be  conducted  in  an

analogous  manner  if  populations  are  interchanged,  i.e.  the  positive  distribution  has

smaller values than the control distribution. The order of populations is determined by

comparing the medians and means of the distributions. In practice, computation of the

fitness function in Equation 1 is not done with an estimated PDF but in a discrete manner

using the original raw training data values. All values for a feature found in the training

set are evaluated sequentially, setting each value in turn as a decision threshold  x i
* , one

of which is shown in Figure 4. Now, it is possible to replace the division of integrals in

Equation 1 with the fraction of rejection errors (false negatives) from all the errors (both

false negative and false positive), written as: 

(2)

where  FNR and  FPR refer  to  false  negative  and  false  positive  rates,  i.e.  the  ratios  of

incorrectly classified instances when  x i
* is  used as the decision threshold.  As can be

inferred  from  Equation  2,  a  variance  in  population  sizes  does  not  affect  the  fitness

function:  equal  PDFs  result  in  the  same fitness  function  regardless  of  the  number  of

samples in the distributions. 
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Figure 2: Left: Feature distribution and fitness function. Right : Accuracy and
relevances for the feature and sub-features



1.3.2 Relevance

Some  features  are  better  for  quantifying  disease  progression  than  others.  This

characteristic  of  a  feature  is  modelled  in  the  DSI  algorithm  with  a  measure  called

relevance. Similarly to fitness, the relevance function gives a value between [0, 1]. With

relevance, increasing values indicate better discrimination capability. Unlike fitness, the

relevance computation does not depend on the patient measurement,  it is based purely on

the distributions of control and positive cases in the training data. In short, relevance is

defined as a feature’s ability to separate the known control and the positive populations.

Relevance for scale values that increase with disease progression is defined as: 

(3)

where  Lc(x i
*)  is the left integral of PDF for control values  Ci  , and R p(xi

*)  is the

right integral of PDF for positive values Pi  at the decision threshold x i
*  The decision

threshold  x i
*  for the relevance computation is the point at which the fitness function

evaluates to 0.5, but it  could also be selected to be the point at which the control and

positive PDFs intersect.  To help understand Equation 3,  Lc(x i
*) can be thought of as

specificity for training data, i.e. the proportion of patients whose data indicate no disease

and who test negative for it. Conversely,  R p(xi
*)  is the sensitivity of training data, i.e.

the  proportion  of  positives  with  data  indicating  having  the  disease.  As  with  fitness,

relevance  can  be  derived  for  interchanged  population  distributions  and  the  actual

computation is done using discrete data from the training set. 
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1.3.3 Combining fitness and relevance as the Disease State Index

To study the combination of several variables, the n-variable scalar valued Disease State

Index function DSI (x1 , x2 , ... , xn)  is defined as a weighted mean of fitness and relevance

values:

(4)

Since both relevance and fitness are in the range [0, 1], it naturally follows that Equation 4

also  results  in a value in  the range [0,  1].   Equation 4  illustrates  the fitness values  of

individual patient measurements weighted by the variable relevances to obtain a comp

measurement values in a tree hierarchy in which the tests and biomarkers exist in separate

branches but combine into a common root. Currently, organizing features into the trees is
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Figure 3: Relevances for different features.
Increasing relevance indicates better separation

of the distributions.



an ad-hoc procedure, but a rule of thumb exists: the tree should adhere to a structure that

the domain experts find reasonable. This implies that similar tests can be grouped into

appropriate categories and also that individual tests can be grouped based on what they

measure. In this case, Radiomics naturally suits this rule, since the features are grouped in

several categories and segmentations

For heart diagnosis, segmentation of  myocardium,  left ventricle  and right ventricle  and

information  acquired  at  end  systolic  volume (ESV)  and  end  diastolic  volume  (EDV)

provides a robust branch structure as seen in Figure 4. Furthermore, extracting Radiomics

features for filtered images can form a more complex hierachical tree.

Patient  data  is  organized  as  a  tree  hierarchy  with  individual  variables  (leaf  nodes,

representing the original raw values measured from the patients), tests (internal nodes)

and  the  total  DSI  (root  node).  Additional  levels  and  varying  branch  depths  can  be

employed  to  modify  the  granularity  of  the  tree.  By  not  combining  all  patient

measurements  in  one step,  the DSI  method allows hierarchical  study of  measurement

categories.  In other  words,  Equation 4 is  not evaluated once,  but  instead,  recursion is

applied to yield a hierarchy of DSI values that the domain experts can read and interpret.
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The three steps described above – determining fitness , relevance  and combining them as

a composite DSI  – are repeated recursively by grouping the data until a single DSI value

is arrived at. Recursion starts with the parents of the leaf nodes. DSI values obtained by

combining the leaves are then used for evaluating fitness and relevance at the upper levels

of the hierarchy. Eventually,  the recursion ends at a single DSI value representing the

overall  quantified disease state of the patient.  This is  called the total DSI value and is

derived from all available patient measurement data. The total DSI is based on the disease

model defined by the training data and the tree hierarchy. The recursion described above

results in a full hierarchy of fitness, relevance and DSI values that represent the disease

state of the patient based on particular  measurements. The DSI values in the hierarchy

indicate how individual measurement values, groups of measurement values and all the

patient data,  as a whole,  match the disease profile as defined from a large number of

previously known training cases. Relevance values show how important each piece of data

are  considered.  Together,  relevance  and  DSI  values  provide  a  comprehensive  and

objective quantification of disease state based on patient measurement data. 

1.3.4 Disease State Fingerprint

The combination of DSI and relevance values within a tree hierarchy captures the essence

of patient data in relation to the studied disease. DSI values rendered as shades of red

indicate which patient data are similar to the positive population in the training data, and

the size specifies how relevant that information is based on previously diagnosed cases. A

large DSI value and high relevance for a concrete radiomics data  indicate that the patient

performed  similarly  to  a  known  population  and  that  the  test  discriminates  between

healthy and myocardial infarction patients with good accuracy. This is visualized in the

DSF as a large red node that is easy to notice. On the other hand, a test with a large DSI

value  but  little  or  no  relevance  may  often  be  ignored,  since  the  test  is  unable  to

differentiate between the control and positive populations. Accordingly, these kinds of

features are very small or even hidden in the DSF visualization. Figure 5 illustrates how
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individual points of data are combined in the DSF visualization to form a comprehensive

picture for evaluating the disease state. 

1.4 Dimensionality reduction

When setting up a predictive model, the first step should always be to understand the

data.  Although  scanning  raw  data  and  calculating  basic  statistics  can  lead  to  some

insights, nothing beats a chart. However, fitting multiple dimensions of data into a simple

plot  is  always a challenge.This dimensionality reduction can be made in two different

ways:  by  only  keeping  the  most  relevant  variables  from  the  original  dataset  or  by

exploiting the redundancy of the input data and by finding a smaller set of new variables,

each being a combination of the input variables, containing basically the same information

as the input variables.  The recent explosion of data available together with the evermore

powerful  computational  resources  have attracted the  attention of  many researchers  in

Statistics, Computer Science and Applied Mathematics who have developed a wide range

of computational techniques dealing with the dimensionality reduction problem. In our

scenario,  this  process  converts  the  high-dimensional  data  set   X=(x1, x2 , ... , xn)  into

three-dimensional data Y=( y1, y2 , y3) that can be displayed in a scatterplot.
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1.4.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

Principal component analysis is a mathematical procedure that transforms a number of

correlated  variables  into  a  smaller  number  of  uncorrelated  variables  called  principal

components. The first principal component accounts for as much of the variability in the

data as possible, and each succeeding component accounts for as much of the remaining

variability as possible. PCA dates back to Karl Pearson in 1901 [6]. The key idea is to find a

new coordinate system in which the input data can be expressed with many less variables

without  a  significant  error.  This  new basis  can  be  global  or  local  and can fulfill  very

different properties. 
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1.4.2 T-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (T- SNE)

T-SNE is a  technique for dimensionality reduction that is particularly well suited for the

visualization of high-dimensional datasets.  The T-SNE algorithm models the probability

distribution of neighbors around each point. Here, the term neighbors refers to the set of

points  which are  closest  to  each  point.  In  the  original,  high-dimensional  space  this  is

modeled as a Gaussian distribution. In the 3-dimensional output space this is modeled as a

t-distribution. The goal of the procedure is to find a mapping onto the 3-dimensional space

that minimizes the differences between these two distributions over all points. The fatter

tails of a t-distribution compared to a Gaussian help to spread the points more evenly in

the 3-dimensional space. The main parameter controlling the fitting is called  perplexity.

Perplexity  is  roughly equivalent  to  the number  of  nearest  neighbors  considered when

matching the original and fitted distributions for each point. A low perplexity means we

care about local scale and focus on the closest other points. High perplexity takes more of

a “big picture” approach [7].

1.5 Objectives

The  overall  goal  of  this  thesis  is  to  combine Radiomics  ,  Disease  State  Index  and

dimenstionality  reduction  techniques  into  a  functional  software,  allowing  the  user  to

explore a 3D patient space as well as distributions for individual and grouped features.

The  main  hypothesis  is  if  DSI   is  suitable  for  represent  radiomics features.

This thesis is structured the following specific objectives:

• Adapt  radiomics  features to  DSI  architechture, as well as demographic and extra

data and evaluate its performance.

• Create a software that uses the implementation described above to visualize a 3D

patient space and compare different dimensionality reduction techniques.
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2 Methods

This chapter describes the entire workflow, datasets and tools belonging to this thesis, 

including the data acquisition, processing, and th cloud-based framework.

2.1 Data

The first dataset used in this study is the well known UK Biobank. UK Biobank is a 

national and international health resource with unparalleled research opportunities, open 

to all bona fide health researchers. UK Biobank aims to improve the prevention, diagnosis 

and treatment of a wide range of serious and life-threatening illnesses – including cancer, 

heart diseases, stroke, diabetes, arthritis, osteoporosis, eye disorders, depression and 

forms of dementia. It is following the health and well-being of 500,000 volunteer 

participants and provides a wide range of health and clinical information about the 

subjects.

For this study, 200 patients are ramdomly selected from UKBB preserving a 1/1 ratio 

between healthy and heart attack.
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The second dataset consist in 40 patients from the Automatic Cardiac Diagnosis Challenge

[8]. This dataset was created from real clinical exams acquired at the University Hospital 

of Lyon. Acquired data were fully anonymized and handled within the regulations set by 

the local ethical committee of the Hospital of Dijon.  

2.1.1 Radiomics feature extraction

Radiomics features are extracted from Cardiac Magnetic resonance imaging (CMRI). This

technology uses painless magnetic  waves to take detailed pictures of the inside of  the

heart. The MRI data is manually segmented in the three main regions of interest: right

ventricle  (RV),  left  ventricle  (LV)  and  myocardium  (MYO),  as  specified  in  the  UK

Biobank’s  cardiovascular  magnetic  resonance  protocol  [9].  The  ACDC  Dataset  also

provides ground truth segmentations. In both cases nd – systolic (ES) and end- dyastolic

(ED) volumes are provided for each subject.
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Figure 8: Left ventricle, right ventricle and myocardium segmentation for end diastolic
(left) and end systolic (right) cardiac phases.



This process leads to a group of six volumes per subject: ED and ES phases for each RV,LV

and MYO segmentations. 

For this work, the PyRadiomics python library was used to extract the radiomics features

for each cardiac image [10].  We estimated three types of radiomics features  as in [11]:

Shape Features: Shape-based radiomic features describe geometrical properties of the anatomical

organ, such as volume, diameter, minor/major axis and sphericity, and therefore only use

labels  maps (ROIs)  for the calculations,  without the need of  using the actual  intensity

values. 

First Order Features: First-order radiomic features are histogram-based features  related to the

distribution of the gray-level values in the structures/tissues of interest, without focusing

on their spatial relationships. These include simple measures such as the mean intensity in

a particular  region of  the tissue or  the  standard deviation,  as  well  as  more advanced

measures  such  as  skewness  which  describe  changes  in  the  asymmetry  of  the  image

intensities. 

Texture Features: The texture features are derived from images using ve types of matrices which

encode the  global  texture  information,  i.e.  spatial  relationships  between pixels/voxels.

These include Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCMs), gray level run length matrices

(GLRLMs),  Neigbouring  Gray  Tone  Dierence  Matrix  (NGTDM)  and  Gray  Level

Dependence Matrices (GLDMs). 

The features extracted are hierachically ordered and their names are parsed reflecting the

new  tree  organization,  as  shown  in  Figure  9  .  For  example,  the  volume  feature  for

MYO/ES is renamed as Total|Shape|Volume|MYO|ES.
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2.1.2 Additional information

UKBB  also  provides  a  wide  range  of  clinical  information  [12].  For  this  work,  the

information  has  been  pre-processed,  dropping  all  features   not  being  numerical  or

categorical  and  keeping  only  the  relevant  ones.   Medical  history  is  unaltered  and

incorporated to the patient panel as support for the specialist. For DSI computing, we keep

the next groups:

Demographics: Basic information about the subject. The features selected are:

• Year of birth

• Sex as categorical variable being 1 Male and 2 Female

• Height in centimeters

• Weight in kilograms

Heart measures:  This category contains information from chest MRI imaging measures

done at  the  UK Biobank Assessment  Centre.  Pulse  wave analysis  and blood pressure
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measure was carried out  using a vicorder instrument during the heart  MRI scan. The

features selected are:

Physical measures:  This category contains data on whole-body bio-impedance measures

using the Tanita  BC418MA body composition analyser  (i.e.  basal  metabolic  rate,  body

type, weight,  body fat mass,  body fat percentage, fat free mass, water mass, predicted

muscle mass and impedance for the right arm, right leg, left arm, left leg and trunk). 

For further research, a processed version of the UKBB dataset is provided in order to select

more features from the 6525 available after pre-processing, being the main categories in

Figure 10. The forma for this features is similar to the expressed in Section 2.1.1. 
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2.2 Software overview

The main goal of this thesis work is to create an interactive tool capable of combining

radiomics and DSI and explore features and a 3D space in search of similarities between

patients. To do so, this is an exploratory work about how to put all the data together into

an intuitive interface.

An appropriate visualization helps the analyst to gain an understanding of the data and

construct  knowledge  through  our  powerful  human  visual  perception  and  reasoning

capabilities. This work provides three interactive views for patient-to-patient comparison:

• Overviews of the entire patient population in the 3D space

• Detailed views of selected patients DSF’s

• Feature exploration

Domain analysts should be able to interact and explore through different views to make

further discovery of, and insights into, the data. They can obtain a better understanding of

the  data  and their  structures  and contribute  their  domain  expertise  to  the  knowledge

discovery process. From the discovery of new knowledge, the analyst can evaluate, refine,

go  beyond,  and  ultimately  confirm  hypotheses  built  from  previous  iterations  and

automated  analysis.  The  challenge  presented  to  the  construction  of  appropriate

visualization is to cover the range of visualizing all of the data but making only all of the

relevant  data  available  to  the  analyst  when  it  is  relevant  to  do  so. Additional

functionalities as cloud and cross-platform capabilities, or import external data are desired

for flexibility.
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With the requeriments expressed above, Python and Dash / Plotly framework are 

selected, for a number of carefully considered reasons:

Access  to  Source:   Python is  open  source  with  an  unrestrictive  license.

Rapid Development:  A lot of prototyping was expected before we were satisfied with the

design,  so  an  interpreted,  dynamically  typed  language  was  required.  For  expressive

power, it was needed a high-level object-oriented language. Speed of development was

most critical factor.

Data visualization oriented: Dash  is  a  productive  Python framework for building web

applications.Written on top of Flask, Plotly.js, and React.js, Dash is ideal for building data

visualization apps with highly custom user interfaces in pure Python.

Cross-platform: Dash apps are rendered in the web browser. The software is deployed in

server and then is shared through URLs. Since Dash apps are viewed in the web browser,

Dash is inherently cross-platform and mobile ready, something quite desirable nowadays. 

Dash allows the developer to create differents layouts. Each layout is a tree of pure HTML

components – a direct implementation of regular HTML components in  Python -  and

Dash Core  Components  (DCC),  being  the  most  relevant  for  this  application the  DCC

Graph . This component is a versatile way of plotting data in different interactive panels

like scatter plots, histograms, pie charts and so.  In order to create dynamic elements like

Disease State Fingerprints and dynamic collapsible panels, it has been necessary to add

some JavaScript  from the client side. With this capabilities, three static layouts and a DSF

draggable layout were created:
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Import data layout

This is the initial panel, and allows the user to import pre-processed data adapted to the

Disease State Index. The expected format is csv. Additional information about the input is

presented below.

Data:  MxN matrix, where each row is a patient and each column is a feature. Comma-

separated. NaN values are accepted, but are ignored in the DSI computation and can bias

the results.

Labels: Mx1 array, where each row is the class for the patients in Data. End-line separated.

No more than two classes can be provided to the DSI computation, since it is based in

control/positive distributions differences.

DSI  Feature  names:  Mx1  array,  where  each  row  is  a  DSI-formatted  feature.  End-line

separated.  The correctness of this input is crucial,  since the software makes use of the

format particularities in order to perform the feature grouping. The nodes of a DSI tree

branch are separated by a single vertical bar (|), as expressed in Section 2.1

Patient ID: Mx1 array, where each row is a UKBB patient ID. End-line separated. 

Split bar: K-fold Crossvalidation, sets K value

Start  training:  Performs  DSI  training  stage,  K-Fold  CV  and  fill  the  other  panels.  
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Figure 11: Import layout



Patient Space Layout

The 3D patient space allows the user to explore the patient DSF’s by mean clicking one

scatter point. Inside of the point, a sequential number represents the patients in the same

order that were imported.  It also can take advantage from Dash framework for exporting,

manipulating, and styling the scatter plot. Another interesting feature is the capability to

show/hide a class in the scatter. The right side panel allows to control the dimensionality

reduction parameters and recompute visualizations in order to search for a valid space

visualization  and  generalize  the  software  to  another  domains.  A  brief  explaination:

Perplexity:  Balances  attention  between  local  and  global  aspects  of  the  data.  Larger

perplexity causes t-SNE to use more points as nearest neighbors.

Iterations: Specifies the maximum number of optimization iterations.

Learning  Rate:  When  learning  rate  is  too  small,  t-SNE  can  converge  to  a  poor  local

minimum. When learning rateis too large, the optimization can initially have the Kullback-

Leibler divergence increase rather than decrease, resulting into a not valid representation.

DSI Relevant dimensions:  Represent the number of most relevant features computed by

DSI (See  Section 1.3.2) to take into account in the initial dimensionality reduction. 
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Figure 12: Patient space layout



Distributions Layout

Allows  the  user  to  explore  the  DSI  features,  their  distributions,  fitness  functions  and

relevances, in each node of the DSI tree.  It has a search panel that allows to quickly pick a

feature and see all the information described above. When a bar in the histogram graph is

clicked, a  similarity panel  pops up and shows the list of patients that belong to the bin.

Patients DSF’s can be explored also from this panel by selecting a row.
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Figure 13: Distributions panel

Figure 14: Similar patients submenu



Disease State Fingerprint layout

It is the visual representation of the Disease State Indexes for a patient. It can be accessed

from a scatter plot click or from the similar patients panel. The user can create, drag and

drop as many fingerprints as he wants and preserve them when switching between both

3D Space and Distributions layouts.  The layout is dynamically created by mean  HTML

unordered lists,merging features  from the leaf nodes (original features) to the root, Total ,

node. When generated, the fingerprint is processed in the client side by a JavaScript script,

that converts  the unordered list  into a collapsible list.  Then nodes can be collapsed or

uncollapsed by the user to explore the whole DSF. It can be closed when no needed, and it

has a unfoldable panel with general and medical history information.
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Figure 15: Fingeprint layout



2.3 DSF and Dimensionality reduction
In order to check the quality of the 3D Scatter space, we will define dDSF as the weighted

euclidean distance between two fingerprints.

(5)

Then,  dDSF  can  be  compared  against  euclidean  distances  in  the  scatter  plot and

correlation between DSFs and distances  in  the  t-SNE dimensionality  reduction can be

demonstrated by sorting DFS distances in ascending order and plotting them against 3D

euclidean distances in patient space.

2.4 Cross-validation

We are applying a stratified k-fold cross-validation with variable k,  that can be selected

from the import data panel, as expressed in Section 2.2 . This ensures that the DSI model

has a good behavior with unknown data.

In k-fold cross-validation the data is first partitioned into k equally (or nearly equally)

sized  segments  or  folds.  Subsequently  k  iterations  of  training  and  validation  are

performed such  that  within  each  iteration  a  different  fold  of  the  data  is  held-out  for

validation while the remaining k folds are used for learning. Data is  stratified prior to

being split into k folds. Stratification is the process of rearranging the data as to ensure

each fold is a good representative of the whole. 
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3. Results

3.1 Patient space visualization

We will apply the metric defined in Section 2.3 to represent in a plot the dimensionality

reduction consistence.  Since distances in T-SNE does not represent a real distance, the x

axes for the plots vary between realizations. All distances scatters are done over the same

patient. 

We can observe that when we use the original features, the comparison between Disease

State  Fingerprints  and  3D  distances  is  irregular,  as  the  Disease  State  Indexes  lose

information  about  the  original  features  in  dentriment  of  grouping  them.  This  is

represented as a poor visualization and a noisy distance scatter. A consistent reduction

will  create a  diagonal  of  points  in  the distance scatter.  Clustering can be achieved by

lowering the perplexity, since we assume less neighbors. But from Figure 19 and Figure 20

we can extract some relevant information. Clustering points this way may not situate in

the patient space the closest fingerprints, what we want is an horizontal section of points

in the bottom left side of the distance scatter, just like what we obtain with high perplexity.
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Figure 16: PCA over original features (left). dDSF againts 3D euclidean distance (right)



As seen in Figure 18, working over the DSI features and not only the leaf nodes, provides a

real representation on the Disease State Fingerprints in the space, just as expected.
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Figure 17: T-SNE over PCA over original features (left). dDSF againts 3D euclidean
distance (right)

Figure 18: PCA over DSI features (left). dDSF againts 3D euclidean distance (right)



Different parameters for t-SNE lead to a different flavours in clustering. While clustering is

more noticeable in Figure 19, the closest DSF’s in general are obtained with higher 

perplexityies. 
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Figure 19: T-SNE over PCA over DSI features, low perplexity(left). dDSF againts 3D
euclidean distance (right)

Figure 20: T-SNE over PCA over DSI features, high perplexity (left). dDSF againts 3D
euclidean distance (right)



3.2 DSF Similarities over patient space

Some key examples about how well DSF’s are closed together in the 3d space are 

presented here. In general. Similar Disease State Fingerprints in space will share treats 

(Figures 21 and 22)  independently of the root node color (Figure 23)

As expressed in Section 3.1, not always the closest points have the closest DSF’s. Figure 22 

and Figure 23 illustrate this fact.
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Figure 21: Close points in 3D patient spaces and their DSF's

Figure 22: Closest points with different
diagnostic sharing treats

Figure 23: Nearby points with similar
diagnostic sharing treats



3.3 Radiomics group relevances

Different radiomic trees can be created by permutation of  nodes.  This  can show some

interesting information about  grouped nodes  and their  relevances  for  heart  diagnosis.

By default, the tree is organized as in Figure 9. If we move the segmentation or the cardiac

phase  to  the  first  layer  consecutive  to  the  radiomics  group,  the  software  retrieve  us

different relevances. This relevances are extracted from the dataset with best accuracy, the

ACDC Callenge dataset. It is reamarkable that the groups of features  Neighbor Gray Tone

Difference  Matrix  and Gray Level  Run Length Matrix  are the less  relevant,  while  left

ventricle and end diastole carry almost all the relevant information.
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Figure 24: Relevances for different radiomics trees hierachies 



3.4 DSI for Classification

In  this  section  results  obtained  for  the  testing stage  of  our  classificator  are  reported.

Applying  stratified k-fold cross-validation described in section 2.4 with k=[4,5,8,10] ,

the ACDC Challenge datasets gets next  Reciever Operating Characteristics.

As the number of folds increases , accuracy and mean ROC approximates to ideal until it

decreases a bit near to 20.  This is due to the small size of the ACDC Challenge dataset and

give us a sense of the real performace for the classificator. 
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Figure 26: Mean accuracy vs
number of k folds

Figure 25:  K-fold ROC and Accuracies for k = 4 (top left), k
= 5 (top right), k = 8 (bottom left) and k = 10 (bottom right)



4 Conclusions

This chapter summarizes the main developments and results achieved in this thesis.

In addition, possible future lines of research derived from this work are proposed.

4.1 Summary of findings

This thesis represents a new approach to radiomics features exploration and classification.

A software that englobes the main characteristics for a groupable features visualization

panel  is created and tested, as well as the DSI prediction model in the cardiac disease

field.  Specifically,  the  method  provides  a  powerful  visual  tool  to  compare radiomics

features,  allowing  the  clinical  expert  to  gain  knowledge  about  the  domain  and  the

parameters involved in a final diagnosis and can act as a support tool for the final clinical

decisions.  The  capability  to  compare  clinical  history  provides  more  than  a  simple

diagnosis but a full possible treatment. 

Further findings are the study of relevances for different  radiomics  features,  as a start

point  for  feature  selection  and  discrimination,  leading,  for  example,   to  a  gain  in

computational  time for  current  feature  selection  mechanisms for  another  classification

systems, working  an initial discriminative layer.

A fiendly import and test system and a customizable visualization tool allows the software

to be adapted to a great variety of domains and not only the heart disease subject, and the

cloud-based implementation  leads to a commercial solution for the real world problem.

4.2 Limitations and future work

This work has some limitations that are important to mention in this discussion. The most

important: it is difficult to stratify a big size of features in a 3D space. The comparison of

local characteristics for DSF’s and conclusion extraction can’t be automated and requires
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from the human capabilities  to make sense.  Clustering patients  remains a task for the

domain expert and the software only provides assistence to make the decision. 

Due to the nature of Disease State Index, based in control and positive distributions along

the feature space, another noticeable limitation consist in a lack of ability to perform a

multiclass prediction. 

Finally, the reduced size of the datasets used are an obstacle in the system results, and its

performance could be increased with a better dataset.

Because  of  that,  further  work  would  involve  a  bigger  and  greater  dataset  and  the

implementation of multiclass support for DSI, applying techniques as all versus all or one

versus all. 

Another interesting improvement would be to perform the classification stage over each

group of features to increase the feature selection assistence.

A deeper study of clustering techniques in the patient space should be performed with the

assistence of final users to ensure their requeriments are satisfied.
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